JUNE MINI SESSION
3 weeks; Mon & Wed evenings:
June 10, 12
June 17, 19
June 24, 26
AGES YOUNG BALLET
5-7
Students will learn ballet and Creative Movement to help them explore the beauty of
ballet, and introduce them to the correct terminology and body placement. Ballet is a
great activity for children to not only work on their motor skills, but to enhance their
interaction skills as well.

5:00-5:45
$50

Its focus will be on basic arm and feet positions and movements such as skipping and
leaping, along with many other fundamental skills.
Miss Bailey is a lifelong Pembo student, excited to give back after graduating from
college and share this love with the next generation.
**We will end with a brief performance at the end of the last class.

AGES HIP HOP
8-12 (boys and girls)
This class has a real laid back flair where everyone is welcome! Students will learn to
groove, break out of their shell, and become comfortable in their own skin.
We use clean music and tasteful choreography, combining modesty with pop-andlock technique and street dance through the years.

5:00-5:45
$50

Miss Jessi has been traveling with The Streetz dance convention this year. She is ready
to return to Pembo for this mini-session to give our students a taste of what's out
there!

AGES ACRO
4+
Acrobatics is a beautiful combination of strength and flexibility used to create the
AGES "WOW" factor when integrated seamlessly into choreography. It's the tricks and
8+ tumbling and everything in between. The sky is the limit.
We will divide students according to ability.

5:45-6:45
$75

AGES Flexibility/Strength
8+
This is exactly what it says. We will work on reaching each student's flexibility
potential while strengthening muscles to be able to control and support flexibility. We
will combine techniques from the dance world, yoga and pilates, etc., using
therabands, exercise balls, and other tools.

6:45-7:30
$50

Guaranteed to increase both strength and flexibility when attended regularly.

AGES Jazz Mash-up
8-12
Each class is a surprise! Everything below is fair game. Miss Jessi will do a conventionstyle structure for these classes, including but not limited to short warm up/stretch,
progressions and a short combination.







Traditional jazz
Modern/contemp
Lyrical jazz
Musical theater jazz
Jazz funk
Improv

7:30-8:15
$50

